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CHAPTER 2
RELIGION
MINORITY RELIGION
1945 1949
RUSSIAN OCCUPIDED ZONE 19451949

hitler regime collapsed
divided germany

allies

between

germany under

potsdam accords

1945

four zones

occupation placed eastern

soviet military administration

rule

marxist leninist communist doctrine policies restricting personal
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nazification1
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fostered

early period
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formation

promotion
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end
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adequate explanation although

make

almost

implementing
why

needed

new government

gouid
government gould

said
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justify

anything

new policies

recognized

ulbricht
years during

communists

policy involved

schools communist officials declared

disbanded
decision

required

students

social structure
parents rights
schools

regulation

parochial

basis

society religious education did

children

education

i
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within

new secular

secularization

forbidding schools

commemorate

policies included

requiring them

christmas vacation
solidarity child

celebrate

fit

secularized uniform schools restricted

government implemented numerous policies aimed
radical

christmas

german

11

attend state run institutions

proclaimed goal

determine

zone

church run educational schools

communist vision

clear

four

peoples government

new anti
religious policy
antireligious

first manifestations

walter

SED

administration

military administration
SED pushed

should

soviets remained

oversaw
oversad

time

transition

state separation

new pressure came
SMAD officials

necessarily

made

greater church

new policy

birthday

renamed winter vacation

josef stalin

december 211

christ child

renamed
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LDS church

restrictive policies
education affected
SMAD occupation

followed initial cooperative actions including those

religions minority

germany

well

eastern zone during

minority religions save

jehovahs
Jehova hs
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function normally

allowed

witnesses

jesus christ

church

latter day saints experienced

latter day saints

fact

reprisal

public

otherwise

themselves both

individual

nineteenth century
minority religions

difficult

priority

germany

allied bombs
torn apart

experiencing great personal

male members drafted

army

city

leipzig

father

devastation

completely destroyed

german LDS members

end

national

twelve years

suffering

II millions
invading armies during world war 11

homes

family remained immune

experience

LDS did

comprehend

losses eighty five percent
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LDS church

vigorously opposed

government recovery

socialism became

died families

members

war like

significant problems

majority religions

importance

may

begionnings

initially

caused
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fear

seemingly insignificant sect

small

hierarchy

fanatical sect

encouraged

function aries
significant public support GDR functionaries

harass

believed

difficulty

hardship

government antagonists

treatment

EK rationale

did

functioning however often

larger religions small religions

associated

hardships

carried
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place

eastern zone did

german
economic

live
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return home

small naegler family

wars

among those

never returned
LDS church vigorously participated

contributed even

churche leaders
churchs

three largest churches

rebuilding process

january 1946

salt lake city LDS apostle ezra T benson

request
later

1952
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became secretary

Elsenhower administration arrived
elsenhower
eisenhower
eisen

agriculture

visit german members

lake city

cold starving homeless germans

mormons
cormons

members during

several months

members

food

large conferences

1 7
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church

leipzig

benson

beleaguered
ed german
beleaguerer
beleaguer

largest took place

russians provided

conference two weeks

conference

placed

salvation

began asking

available male german members

refugees

assistance secure new meeting facilities

1949 although devastated

missionaries

among

serve within germany

needed immediate

children

replace those destroyed

those lost

war

spiritual

following locate displaced members

east identify widows

leadership positions left empty

18Q

eastern zone

primary responsibilities centered

streetcars

1

voluntary missionary service
lived

radio

invited

re
church reasserted
asserted

conferences

meetings

advance

non members alike

city members

throughout

numerous small

conference lasted three days

amazing 11985 people attended

among

war torn

spiritual hope

conference several times per day billboards

flyers appeared

mission

well

encourage

support

excellent advertising

announced

end

church

benson spoke

conferences organized

eastern zone city

cormons alike
non mormons

clothing

tons

gatherings

him much needed material relief

brought

provided hundreds

salt

casualties

war
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bombs

between 1945

church recovered prospered

success bringing families together

well

fill

grew
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baptizing many new
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members during

initial years

encountered few problems

eastern zone leaders

occupational government toward

generally tolerant

missionaries

21i

russian

unexpected generosity

prosperity

reason

church

SMAD rule

previously mentioned early policy

LDS church

historian douglas tobler notes

allowed regular church services church representatives
travel freely
sent utah
church records
60000 volume cache genealogical
permitted publish tracts
paper
addition
church
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june
1946 held mission conference leipzig
became available
LDS church clearly benefited

cold war settled

1948

already begun

LDS church

appear

missionaries
GDR

members

taken

T
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churche east
churchs

president

state secret police church

headquarters

never returned

missionaries alike

detained intensely questioned

SMAD

official intolerance directed

winter signs

german mission often found himself
money

conciliatory policies

eventually forced

leave
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east german

occupation years created many diverse feelings within

religious community initially churches

soviets

hopes

newly formed SED

case however

ideology

actions

marxism leninism

functionaries
function aries quickly curtailed church activity
detrimental

situation

religion

general during

minority religions often

peaceful coexistence
existence
appeared

zealousness

SED

continuous restrictions proved

next forty years
difficult

SMAD

well

created

populous counterparts
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three majority religions

emerging cold war
LDS church

many religions specifically

where should

loyalty

members place
minority position well

religious policies

position

cold war represented
part

government houses

enemy

conflict arises

represents

government

support

dichotomy

plight

created new difficulties

example
GDR began

LDS belief teaches then

church

leaders

LDS church

implement

minority religions turned acute

restrictive
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german democratic republic
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reason
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implement
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persecution

consolidation
october

7 1949

german democratic republic declared itself

recognized

conjunction

founding

viewed

social democratic party

form

germans

right

abolish religion completely

religious worship

support

people

1953

accordance

soviet military

SED

rank

people especially

power revealed

new constitution

right considered fundamental

violent popular uprising

two parties

idea
time

something quite within

eastern zone

berlin labor riots later demonstrated

23

wished
file

portray
did

attempted

german society
capabilities

enough

marxist ideology

reality superimposed government

armed strength

localities

germany SPD

SED did

religious freedom

german communists

having

communists contained

SPD members remained committed

SED

popular support

party

official constitution although based

SED drafted

newly formed SED though controlled

many members
united

communist soviet bloc

autonomous

GDR constitution differentiated itself concerning how religion

soviet model
1

federal republic

founding

direct response

germany FRG west germany
legitimate state

1961
1949
19491961

want
outlaw

SED risked

east german
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GDR constitution officially recognized

result

exercise religious freedom however
unofficial realities

religious activities

largest religions

GDR

minority religions including

officially

constitution

officially

article 41.1
411

protestant

republic

organizations however
simply adhering

constitution went

effect

constitutional reality

4

eliminate

through

states

goal

SED

two

significantly affected

unofficially
constitution did permit religious worship

every citizen enjoys complete freedom

wording appears
GDR
constitution
already

belief

remain under

religion

expressly protect religious

citizens quickly came

although government officials
tried

decline

GDR religions

uninterrupted exercise
3

forbid several religions

contributed

catholic

GDR government
goverm
goberm nent

conscience

GDR

LDS church suffered greatly under new hostile policies

1949 charter stated

protection

1961
1961

early

previously established

government

part

secularization

religious belief

curtailing

berlin wall

church membership

case

remove religion

attempt

construction

freedom

officially recognized right

secularized lifestyle

implementation

well

citizens

GDR life proved completely different between 1949

SED actively sought

1970s

rights

realize

never

case shortly

rift between constitutional wording

abolish religion outright

instead

means hartmut zimmermans
Handbuch clearly
Zim mermans DDR handbuch
timmermans

relation

religion
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SED continually avoided pursuing policy aimed abolition
complete
privatization churches instead endeavored without principle questioning
public influence
churches
repress
words limiting them
well
status quo secularize completely
social life
replace christian
5
morals
manifestations life socialist society

general attempt

GDR

according

government survey

1950 statistic reveals

well

religion

significant decrease

contributed
6

undermine

GDR involved

76 percent
76
7.6

konfessionslose without religious affiliation
400 percent increase

percent

secularization promoted

secularization appeared

1964

decline

without churches

belief

31.5
315

great numbers

religious publications

pamphlets forbidding
religion

approval forms

sunday services historian john conway

german democratic republic

risen

church membership

proselytizing missionary activities

registration

number

7

including instruction manuals scriptures hymnals

endless number

work

GDR population

inhibiting policies included restricting

full time

activities

practicing christians

number
policy

number

type

requiring

almost

everything including weekly
situation

initial years

partys
bartys ultimate ideological objective

society without christianity

clear

state

population without religious

8

Kirchen
kampf
kirchenkampf
implementation
perceived themselves under attack
used

religious policies
new anti
antireligious
Kirchen kampf
term kirchenkampf

describe Bis
bismarcks
marcks nineteenth century attack

churches

church struggle once

catholic church
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germany

resistance

call

churches

literally hundreds

tradition

germany

years

positions

either removed

expulsion

party

education

aimed

10
0

sundays thus preventing them

SPD members

church during
report

ordered

work

attending church

yli
511

simply

early 1950s
farms

factories

restrictions affected
supposed constitutional

members regardless

religious organizations

adequate

religious belief sometimes

tear everyone away

townspeople

villagers

SED

government placed restrictions

physically present

allowing people

9

tradition

curtailed

clergy

SED

leave

higher education

denied access

remained church members religious belief

expelled party members

now forced

threads

traditional religious instruction

education purposes

churches

offering subsidies

unravel

fabricated paper shortages

church publications suffered

grounds

survival

trained party members many christian teachers

educators

students

battle

threatened

longer allowed

GDR

example

schools

indeed felt engaged

position

very existence government policies restricted practices

cases

existed

reflect accurately

EK began

now used

rights

two

active

initial years

establishment

GDR

invasive
abolition

governments activities

note during

gemeinder
Geme inde
EKs junge gemeinde

Jugendweihe rite
secular jugendweihe

gemeinde
Geme inde society
junge gemeinder
evangelical lutheran church

youth JG

organization

religious german youth containing hundreds
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members throughout germany

thousands

constituted what
reasons

stated

abolition

viewed

first direct attack

forbidding

organization rested

gemeinder
Geme inde
organization junge gemeinde

west german imperialism

being
Q
12
1

fact

unofficially

youth

actual fact

abolition

society

bitter protest

numerous public outcries

organization

competition

name given

coming

active citizen

becoming

SED

begin

direction

implemented

19541
1954

FDJ

conspiracy aimed

weihe
secularization Jugend
jugendweihe

youth turning thirteen

churches

sought

GDR

ceremony recognizing

young person

FDJ unless young people sought

new member

participate many EK pastors
weihe calling
jugendweihe
Jugend

school children

secular ideals

ersatz rite blatantly mocked

socialism

did

implementation

program called

weihe stressed adhering
jugendweihe
Jugend

weihe served
jugendweihe
Jugend

official GDR citizen

largest youth

GDR

confirmation ceremony practiced

replace

despite

anyone else

age rite created

ceremony associated

years old

eliminate

SED

FDJ remained

went even further

jugendweihe
Jugendweihe

victory

JG prompted

victory

GDRs newly

complete secularization

goal

viewed

JG

largest

JG

simplest way

JG proved

competition while simultaneously furthering

american

instrument

used

established youth organization abolishing

objected

GDR officially

churches

FDJ freie deutsche jugend free german youth

competitor

enlist

JG

1953

intent

marxist
should

bishops openly
atheist
longer believe

28
13
513

church

young people

EK initially declared

weihe
jugendweihe
Jugend
jugendveihe

religious confirmation

participate

seeing

weihe mandatory
jugendweihe
Jugend

participation
churches either

churches

government made

youth shortly

EK statement

put pressure

opportunity

prominent EK bishop

these officials

religious officials

western

many high ranking GDR

without loud protests

churches gave

young members eventually

risk alienating throngs

conform

participated

berlin otto

dibelius
bishop dibelius

bishop

served

14
council14
EKD council since

berlin brandenburg

II
world war 11

end

dibelius began campaign

violation
conference

speaking

GDR citizens religious rights

openly stated

1952

communist program
glance

reform programs

east

wanted
regime

example

colorado religious

visit

west west germany
know

people know

communist regime

portray themselves

time

15

state merely implementing

often considered oppressive

tolerate active opposition within

1952 aimed

silencing bishop dibelius

first

GDR

contrived exactly

want

GDR did
GDR did

developed

voice protests against

comment seems rather insignificant however

seeking legitimacy

bad press

GDR government

publicly against

took every opportunity

western nations

often traveled

GDR began placing

weihe
jugendweihe
establishing competing programs like Jugend

well

church

restrictions

nazi

outspoken opposition
war once

regime won him acclaim throughout europe

chairman

borders

plan

plan secretary
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religion willi barth established four pronged approach

accomplish

goal

peoples police revoked bishop dibelius travel pass mandatory

first

GDR second

essence labeling him

war

berlin

forbidden

GDR

return

problems though often ineffective

persist throughout

silencing them

hoped

GDR

open aggression toward
came

slander

influence

must deal

reservations

hesitate

method

emerging attitude
17

well known

bishop

denigrate

them church leaders quickly learned

cooperate

keep what little freedom

position

east

thrown

GDR years dibelius anti nazism stance

highly publicized yet GDR officials did
did

church

sent

16

bishop dibelius reveals

rough treatment
dealing

brochure

GDR

preach anywhere

speak

forbidden

traitor third

liar

nazis during

collaborating

supporting

GDR citing dibelius nazi collaboration finally dibelius

pastors

preachers

national party newspaper neues

article appeared

Deutsch
deutschlande
deutschland
land accusing dibelius

travel

better

government

terms

qualms

certainly entertained

highly public figure
less influential

attacking

wished

smaller minority religions

LDS church

policy implementation did
religion
research

remain

GDR government sought

uncovered

jehovahs
Jehovahs witnesses

governmental means

outlaw several religions

GDR attempted

far

attack
current

forbid two minority religions

LDS church however

jehovahs
hs witnesses
Jehova

30
Q

1

fate

suffered

during

18

forbid

attempt

genealogical information

east germany

SED did

Y

idea

like

politburo

1950 cites

opinion

interior ministry

ostensibly

reasons

did

suggestion

small numbers

long during
travel

missionary activities

GDR

west berlin

police

sometimes held

questioned

jehovahs
Jehova hs

government began restricting

LDS church leaders mission presidents

often detained

imprisoned

months

government decided

charges

border crossings

several days 20

east germany rudolf poecker

arrested

released

church

GDR remained unified

early 1950s

west germany

01
21

forbid

25000

LDS church

residing

missionary serving

politburo

growth through successful missionary efforts however

initially experienced
success did

letter states

population

entire GDR

time numbered

witnesses church

GDR

unknown reasons
difficult

4500 5000 members
45005000

despite

telling portion

eten
verbi
verbiesen
verbieten
forbidden verbieten9

sect

act

made illegal
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suggested

completing genealogy

document clearly states

LDS church

security

enemy

interior ministry

LDS church

united states

sending them

records

document

sending

members

archives going

control

november

salt lake city

information

take action

aimed

november 1950
collecting

LDS church

SMAD leadership

years

LDS church came

espionage

missionary

occasion

native ofthuringia
thuringia
languishing

innocent

prison
charges

ten
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missionary activities continued

restrictions
german missionaries

allowed

eastern zone under SMAD rule

else

GDR

east berlin

travel

now forbidden

gennan missionaries
eventually native east german
waste

government

considered

west often

church leaders

wall

materials

church literature hymnbooks

smuggle

erected missionary activities

during

mid 1950s

early

escape difficult conditions
GDR

refused

admonitions

dating

build

land

GDR

turn

church

home early

sought life free

members took

counsel very seriously

west

church leaders repeated

church

immigrated

trek

own

LDS church thousands

history

undertake

possibility

members however remained

persecution church leaders then began

homeland rather

remain

exist

members remain

century

world joined

converts

majority

attitude originated

leave

still

LDS church fled

members

although extremely difficult

berlin

1961

west berlin

access

members

well

practically ceased

GDR

00
22

international

local leaders
02
23

working

visit

travel passes

meet

arrange

proselyte

man should

obtain travel passes

leipzig trade fair messe

where

teach anywhere

forbidden

time

GDR many times leaders obtained tickets

west

increase american

utah where

encourage members

united states GDR

many remained within

GDR solely

reason

missionary efforts
during

1950s

church practice restricted

constant police monitoring

government

religious activities became

32

often churches including

commonplace
implemented

report

government

discussed

subjects

same information

birth

well

24

stasi began

play

subject addressed later

passport number

meetings

increasingly significant role

GDR including

west

too much bad press

construction

used mainly

meetings

observation
church surveillance

government between 1949

power

government always remained reserved

fear

visiting

work

religion

1961 proved difficult

secret

did attend

consolidation

period

difficulties

addresses dates

program these visitors often worked

state security stasi

purposes

church

many times members noticed visitors observing

carefully follow

ministry

staying

specific list

speakers

guests

names

DPA numbers equivalent

began

detailed

teachers

names

addresses where

occupations

police

provide

normal sunday services then

meetings held

places

meeting

accommodations

new laws

law required

every church meeting every week members

registration

provide

example

surveillance

purposes

conform

LDS church

LDS church despite

kept

activities somewhat
changed

1961

berlin wall

berlin wall
during
erected officially

night

early morning

GDR built

wall

august
keep

13

iggi
1961
1961
protect

berlin wall
citizens
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west

fascist imperialistic capitalist influence
GDR

obvious

iggi
1961
1961
west

25c

halt

constructed

significant characteristic

became

1949 through

immigrated

mass exodus

protect

those leaving

educated productive citizens east germany

blatantly

thousands

half million people

two

berlin wall

GDR interests

hundreds

losing citizens

GDR lost well

unofficially

young

tended

wall

best people

losing

solution

remaining western tie those attempting

wall

even killed many citizens

shot

wall really represented

leipzig

germany

now clear

long future ahead

east

information easily pass
government

well

removed

members remaining
government
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posed

LDS church

4500 remaining members

possibilities

see

gone

past
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longer

wall provided security net

prior apprehension

active member

wrote

13 1961

difficult problem

new

west

LDS member

united germany

restoration

wall

religion

GDR realized what

august

atmosphere speaking

berlin

through

escape

wemer
eberhard werner
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reconciliation accommodation
NEW constitution
1961

following construction
GDR began

state
allowed
fear

berlin wall

existing

decade

individually come

terms

prospect

kirche im sozialismus church within socialism break ties
new constitution worded

deal

religion even further minority religions
constitution

leipzig where

endure many

greatest problems

appears

even

especially

zealous city government attempted

LDS church altogether truly

wall

hostility

religion became commonplace

churches realized

conform

suffer
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curtail
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breaking

LDS church experienced
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1971
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western counterparts abgrenzung

relating
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little

GDR majority religions
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catholic church

west

travel between east
curtail religious activity
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prove

EK

regulate

freedom

bad publicity

reprisal

relationship between church

new restriction

change

government

1971

created

society where open
must attempt
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ini sozialismus church within socialism
kirche im
churches behind

ability

come

viable institutions depended

wall existing

available alternative open opposition

supportive several official writings

freedom

EK leaders began
ofek
afek
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redefining

broach

idea

pursuing

these attempts appeared successful
walter ulbricht resulted
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these changes

declaration

government allowed conscientious objectors
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new course
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new conciliatory dialogue

policy changes sought

relationship resulted

freedom
GDR

church

GDR government

concerning churches relationship
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role

socialist government

commonalities shared
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seven theological theses
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service

church leaders

government
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GDR government

against
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dialogue

previous years although

markedly less antagonistic

instead

cause greater

proven

majority religions therefore began

proven
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previous church policy concerning Jugend

religious institutions

hardships

exist
coexist

precarious situation

terms

new

churches perhaps
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mandatory service

perform

military
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combat

opportunity

firearms

avoid

sworn obligation

allegiance

small victories however proved hollow

flag

GDR worked

use
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implementing
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abgrenzung program
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western counterparts

abgrenzung delimitation
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prospect
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map
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believed mitzenheim
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thuringia moritz mitzenheim
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EK objectors
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coveted international diplomatic recognition
GDR
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break

forcing
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many leaders
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bishop

conference
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church leaders

GDR government

alternative others sided
bring
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believed direct

mitzenheim stating
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opposing
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GDRs largest religion allowed

indecisiveness

april

situation

new constitution

1968

wording concerning religion

take advantage

government
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GDR

proved fateful
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new

east germany

new constitution
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governments official justification stated

GDR
canecessary
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Ca

current stage

consolidate

socialism

lay

socialism

proclaimed

reason

FRGs new rapprochement position
4

idea left unstated

need

lingering

government officials spent forty years writing
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attempt

new constitution
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next stage namely walter ulbrichts
Ulbrich
ts developed social system
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germany

function independently

achieve

although similar

although
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do

question
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legitimacy

re
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writing
1968 constitution

just another

goal

religious aspects
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re
readdress
address

legitimacy

pursuit

treaties

government

new draft proved significant

1949 constitution religion

now officially subject themselves
forced

earlier
main phrases
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conform

religion

GDR

longer legally autonomous
GDR law
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new constitution pertaining

german democratic republic

legal recourse
endure unofficial

religion stated
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irrespective nationality race philosophy
religious confession social origin
every
position freedom conscience
freedom belief
guaranteed
german democratic republic
citizen
right profess religious
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conformity
breaking ties

west german churches many

broke ties

west

government

help

others churches saw

escape

route

german democratic republic

legal regulations

constitution

constitutionally compromised

entire german church

new constitution

often just

leipzig

city

west german churches
outside however

religions

great

involved

case

plight

specific example

catholic church occurred

governments harsh treatment

feared

6

catholic church remained directly connected
catholics

once

attack religion much easier leaving

GDR churches officially broke
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clear german meant

churches believed

politically questioned

community merely
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conformity
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activities

religious activities
carry
creed
carry
affairs
communities conduct
legal regulations
constitution
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university church

same time
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demise
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universitatskirche
marxist leninist ideology

accordance
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larger cities
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directly

state

city
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university

redevelop leipzig
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government
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leipzig population ca 500000
university church
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goverm
7the
athe government
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resemble

confiscate

connected
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ideal communist city

modernize
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piatz
remodeling ofkarl
karl
kari marx platz
ofearl

redevelopment comprised
platz
Augustus
augustusplatz

university church

erected

pauline covenant

known

city including

largest square

right next

church

training place

johannes tetzel

coffer rings then quick

church

later

kilometers away

university
monks

priests

leipzig
1517

infamous indulgence dealers whose motto

bald der gulden im becken klingt
klindt im nuh die seele
coin

mendicant friars

covenant
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serve

university

location

part

1240

formerly

became

den himmel spring

heaven springs

soul

popular preaching place

wittenberg

8

bach

J

f

headquarters

martin luther

spent hundreds

soon

lived 60

hours composing

university church organ

music

interest

GDR took

church

reason

leipzig native

observed

ulbricht

SED party boss

gathering

young people approximately 2000
2000 participating

sponsored

catholic church according

incensed

spectacle

go9

gog
thing must goa
909

university

church

leipzig

image

still used

bombs

modem communist square

popular gathering place

large

religious activities

church das ding muss weg
solemnities
church

weekly sunday services

suffered damage

1961

official records ulbricht

said publicly

1968

redevelopment walter

II
world war 11

observed

leipzig

church did

ulbricht

religious activities despite embittered resistance

fit
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leipzig

people

may 30
1968
301968

building

government summarily demolished

catholic church
1000 am
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LDS church

religion did

1960s problems

LDS church faced

minority religions

LDS church

faith

existing

idea

conformity

rests

GDR

difficult
reason
calls articles

LDS church follows what

mid 1800s

thirteen basic beliefs compiled
believe

already partially reconciled themselves

LDS leader

kings presidents

being subject

sustaining

obeying honoring

magistrates

accommodation

same challenges

larger churches

fundamental LDS beliefs
summary list

majority religions

church within socialism

may

joseph smith number twelve states
rulers

affect

law

members

church within socialism

these beliefs

LDS church

perhaps

allow them

body

1968 took effect

continue

order

allow

fundamental organization

others

includes direct leadership
constitution

problems

as4bgrenzung however created
abgrenzung

GDR policies

salt lake city utah once

GDR refused

govern

recognize

LDS church

new

western LDS leaders

church within GDR borders

continuous functioning

church

GDR american

LDS leaders appointed karl marx stadt chemnitz resident henry burkhardt

mission president

official president

LDS church

GDR

serve
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church continued recognition

appointment allowed
providing

east german citizen

government

GDR officials

I11 1I1

although relieving
GDR created

leadership

period

problem

GDR prior

counselor

mission president usually

type

LDS
oflds
oflas

church

mission president

becoming

american living

LDS

served

first

west berlin burkhardt

highest character church leaders trusted him implicitly

man

become president

assignment

normal career

president burkhardt
positions

time

paid yet consume

these positions

church

gain

serve

new vitality

new ideas

problem
13

123
1

individual

few people remaining

great deal

leadership

paid clergy instead
leadership positions since

time

member

make leadership changes often perhaps every five

become overburdened

opportunity

center around

serving

change allows those

seven years

new appointment

reality

talent

give

GDR

LDS church does

time

donate time

ask members

church did

rather around

long periods

tradition

church

commit

social difficulties within

stagnation

hand creating

1985 president burkhardt served

sixteen years 1969

well

deal directly

social difficulties

president

lives

GDR government

GDR

committed

despondently burned
experience

large portion
well

provides others

turn new leadership brings

organization
LDS church became

government disallowed missionary activities

leadership
made life

few
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active members difficult thus

church

since

church

church

fresh insights often fell victim

simply surviving

social problems seem somewhat insignificant however

totalitarian regimes

effects
offer

significant

view

different ideas
weighed against

artificial institutional clique

colossal problems experienced

below

created type

bottom

those

GDR these internal
viewed

history

common member become

conway

stated

outside

many ways

communist rule however

strain

pecking order within

many years

LDS church

somewhat closed community

isolated

protected

time

extended periods

place

same

receive direct guidance

grow nor

same leaders
developed

leadership often remained

introduction too often

overlooked

local problems

leipzig

together

serious problem

local governments

LDS church

years

new constitution

1968

well known university church destroyed
season

december

churches

meeting facilities

citys
cites seizure

1968

LDS members
typical

church

plagued

germany

leipzig experienced great difficulties

city

religious tensions

associated

LDS church faced great difficulties

social problems

arbitrary

implemented

appeared

city council
ting
renovating
finished renova
willful actions

open

leipzig confiscated
own use

14

communist government
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citys
cites decision initiated struggle between

levels

leipzig branch

leipzig branch building

seizure

LDS church

leaders

members

situation reveal how far individual members went

relentless effort

result

appears

occupying

meeting facilities

combination

social

provides

members

prevent

took

regain

leipzig branch

government

permanently

following narrative account presents

political problems faced

poignant look

resulting

final outcome

what risks

ultimate victory achieved

meeting facilities

well

LDS

city government lasting almost year

events leading
actions

members

minority religion

GDR

typical bureaucratic communist mentalities

actions

ernst thaimann
emst
thalmann strasse 74
church

since 1950

gerberstrasse
27 near
Gerberstrasse 19
1927

small building

redevelopment
branch

time

15

strasse 74

16

leipzig

city center

destruction

met

planned city

university church

district president walter schiele wrote
new accommodations

april 23 1968

oral confirmation

latter day saints

LDS

move elsewhere helmut fischer president

allocation

requesting
GDR

included

instructed

branch

jesus christ

church

leaders went
move

usual pattern
city hall
building located

city government
matters
received

official

ernst thalmann
thaimann
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originally built

designated building

larger market hall nearby

city erected

theater

served

renovations
ren
ovations

closed

permits

services

held every

sunday

renovations
members completed ren
ovations

order

changes

official inspection

removing

government consent

integrity

branch

inspection officials determined

structural changes

church failed

without

submit

building

those now needed

continued church

new apostolic

september 6 1968
begin legally using
make sure everything

church

made illegal

officials

said

pre renovation structural

church

newly required structural

cost estimate
list

time

time architectural statements

several specific documents

architects evaluation

work

internal wall without official

additional permit

building inspectors informed

well

18

arduous
necessary

meeting room

before

government insisted

during

members began

members

under renovation

made

branch obtained

1000 am members met

gerberstrasse
Gerber strasse leaders notified

new building

movie

storage

church obtained

meeting house
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177

leipzig branch participated

sunday april 28 1968

building

used

1

repair

run down structure
rundown

members

church while

converted

reasons

bad need

ting
renovating
renova

1927

LDS church obtained

time
building

improvements

building
task

old building

until 1950

being movie theater until

days

market hall

1880

names

church

what renovations
ren
ovations
addresses

submit

certified

already taken place

parties responsible
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construction

conditions set

church met

opened until

result branch members

LDS church

quickly

possible

leipzig district president walter schiele

leipzig

series

forwarded

time

visits

phone calls

further reasons should keep

municipal architects office
once again

interior

department

president schiele

december 23 1968

decision

building

approval came shortly thereafter

agree

final decision

back

told

boards standpoint

building closed

completed

national construction approval board

several phone calls

christmas

stipulations set

meet

government members hoped

documents sent

president walter schiele

meet

department

city council met

discuss

wieczorek began

city council

meeting

city counselors wieczorek ritter
interior

building

district
berger

chief city engineer

saying

mass political work

city

government said

council summoned branch president herbert schreiter

december 24

heinrich

buildings during

use

architectural work

december 16 1968

government

reach

sympathetic
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branch worked

city

leipzig

faced similar problems themselves

ecumenical christian generosity allowed
episode

meet several protestant churches

place

LDS church

problems

re-

government

new apostolic churches

methodist

including

immediately closed

building

inspection

object

need

issue

very urgent

needed urgently
course you
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your work

compensated

church members gave

taken note

point

dismissed them

invited

two leaders

listen

LDS leaders

laws allowed

government

state without

spouted

input

informing

agreement

cynical merry christmas
council upheld

final meeting

previous
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saxony state archives suggest

documents discovered

citys
cites confiscation

reasons

officials became displeased
hymnbooks
hymnbooks printed
well

ritter concluded

interest

find new

leaders

council

part

matter

building

church

city

informed

suffice

nice gesture

reach final decision

confiscate

ruling

area

first place counselor

meeting

LDS

president schiele replied

comparable facilities available

vacant buildings

comments

noted

forthcoming wieczorek however informed

city

two

councilman ritter

building without resistance efforts

accommodations
present

22

building

banal

LDS church

leipzig

west germany

seems initially city

used

those same government officials saw how

old rundown
renovations
run down movie theater looked following ren
ovations
building believing

confiscate
resistance

24

plausible

LDS church too small

pose

moved
significant

51

members actions
membersactions
branch members learned

actions

religion

re obtaining

members

25c

large amount

within

government

bulk

members protest

analysis

careers

stake

home telephone

amenities

protested anyway precariously willing
determination

well understood

disadvantage

well

automobile understanding

lesser
people

risks reveals something

take

fortitude

issue first

branch president herbert schreiter took

mayor

letter dated january 28 1969

explained

position

expressed

concerning

matter

stated

government

however

protest

children

future

district president walter schiele

everyone

significant point

otherwise carried associated risks already

government action city
estors placed
prot
protesters
protestors

responsible parties

these letters constitute

must

focused

these letters constituted

content

contents

historical event

january until june

written letters

protested

building

what

constitutional right

blatant defiance

illegal

done

government
practice

building many felt

permanently possessing

government

prevent

resolved

confiscation

country

government goal

government actions

constitutional rights

acted outside

right

dissatisfaction

leipzig

law

26

worship freely
create

constitution

violated
GDR did give

established religions

non religious society conforming
nonreligious

52

communist ideal provided

hundred members

church

harass

officials

opportunity

mayors office response

ideology

impose

get

response LDS members
problem

solving

responsible

used

500000

city

chance

saw

passed

07
27

those

own letters

individual members began writing

leipzig

city council

letter dated february 1969

still

us

reason

heidler received

leipzig

those

charge

krieger wrote

leipzig
letter

take

nothing else

having services

our

nonetheless important

district president walter schiele wrote
typical
do

00
29

march

19 1969

constitutional violations

uphold

building away

city council 28

response sent

ulbricht

take away our right

presently restrict us

pointed

walter ulbricht citing

appealing

planning

you

branch johanna schiele sister

city council

said 1 I am asking you politely

response

members wrote letters
cause

end asked

my question what reason do you

our own building

our services

own building

member herbert heidler

misunderstood

direct answer

walter ulbricht

even

members situation

explained

poignant question
clear

GDR

governing council

leipzig city council

letters

began sending them

law

30

too received

passed

gerhard
city

response

53

gerwin baasch
effort

active participants

regain

leipzig branch member gerwin baasch baasch
Gewand haus orchestra
leipzig gewandhaus

new building
prestigious

member

political

allowed him somewhat

position

actions

average GDR citizen baasch began actively opposing

freedom

government through several different media
radio station

GDR radio DDR

served

professor

dr kaul professor

questions

31

law

matter

look

dr kaul provided

leipzig
own views

content consisted
facing
why

plea
branch

leipzig

GDR

assistance
subjected

him

leipzig

absolutely necessary

matter

letter

extremely bold

circumstances

LDS church

chairman baasch
harassment

20
32

walter ulbricht

letter addressed

explanation

sent

issue

further explanation

form

governing council

mayor

discussed

building

reply

baaschs next attempt came

wording

dr kaul

baasch another letter

kaul

letter informed him

peoples political work

LDS church

find

contacting

additional prodding

city council

chairman

wanted

legal

LDS church

first response baasch received

done something wrong

several weeks

radio talk show focusing

members

law

government acting within

kaul

conducted

consolidated

directed

letter

question

letter centered around

letter stating

first sent letter

33
33

included

part

54

34

distasteful

leipzig

city did

making

bold

leeway however

allowed him

ulbricht baasch

single word

city

what

enormous risk

baasch took
orchestra

position

accusation

these actions

latter day saints

exercise our religious rights

constitution allows us
underhanded

jesus christ

church

liquidate

attempt

real reason

subject 1I feel

differing opinions concerning

view

following phrase

deserves attention contains

baaschs letter

questions

dismissed without

richard jahn

born before
bom

century jahn

turn

weimar republic

early days

jahn hid
until

personally

escape

disillusioned

during

11
II

I1

relatively active

purge germany

communists
several days

home

soviet union jahn knew walter ulbricht
GDR jahn

formation

worked together before
establishment

pursued political career

GDR

became somewhat

time went

richard jahn

form

hitler regime

Th
communist leaders ernst thalmann
thaimann
tilmann
safe him

time

world wars

fought

hitler attempted

social democratic party

richard jahn

struggle

contributed significantly

another person

joined

building seizure

letter

contributions

LDS church

GDR

age seventy eight

contribution

eighty two

walter ulbricht dated march
socialism

1965

3 1969

told ulbricht

struggle came

letter
actions

cited
city

55

ulbricht

confidence

return
letter

felt

requested

members

march 1969
intimidated

still

explanation

walter ulbricht

situation

statements

however

availability
well

since december

subject

members believed
letter ended

verge

consider ourselves
you

refute

plot

citing

addresses included
single time

building

abolish

leipzig

branch

happening
why

liquidation

leipzig

government

claims

government

used

city

leader

appeal

same street

dont know why

saying

position

local level here

needed urgently

two larger meeting halls

fact

necessary

handled

LDS meeting facilities

contained another

letter

letter went

case

get something done

strongly supported

thought

said

country

efforts

building

use

district president walter schiele sent another

letter told why church leaders felt

church

36

branch still did

1969

3

branch later

members

building

stepped

discouraged

branch president herbert schreiter
letter dated march

3 e
35

return

greater impact

asked

matter

intervention

socialist cause

service

years

government jahn cited

trust members

broken

church

against

leipzig

must now appeal

537
37

valid point

members

urgent then why
answer

given

use

governments need

facilities better suited

minister

interior

building

large audiences

district

leipzig

surprising

56

april

meeting

bitterlich

spokesman gerwin baasch

members letter writing

received

response

question answer forum members began
services

allowed

our own building

meaningless dialogue

direct response

baasch

repeated

bitterlich

arranged

38

why

question

meeting

conducted

meeting

branch including

several members

15 1969

same question

answer came

problem
place
room question
church
church unfit
you
put down your notes
publikumsstarken pldtzen
located
open public place
may
real reason
baasch
fich
reason
very important
bitterlich
bitterfich
Bitter
renovated
THEN
baasch why then do you give us permission
close
pause
39
street
ernst
unfit
thdlmann
thalmann
thaimann
bitterlich
unch
nich
fich
bitterlich
bitterfich
Bitter

clear minister bitterlich felt

implication

ernst thalmann
thaimann street yet

publicity
time effort

money

renovate

ernst thaimann
thalmann street
people

stop

look

willing

city council

hoped ulbricht

members
right

spend

publicity

busy street many times during renovation curious

renovations
ren
ovations

ask

write directly
support

church

members

40

meeting continued bitterlich asked why
head

allow

building bitterlich

great missionary opportunity

viewed

get too much

branch

members felt

walter ulbricht

decision

city

necessary

go

responded
matter

57

building must

why

direct questions

members posed several

why

rent

still pay

bitterlich either avoided

build another

cannot

another gets small enough you

my hands see

words

mayor

responded

answer

shrinking anyway

GDR

ministers final

them

building

buy

building

questions did

churches

cynical replies

cannot use

41

victory
finally

documentation suggests
continuous letter writing

receiving letters

tired

return

city

national government simply became annoyed

invitation visited
available

rear

time

area

immediately
return

building

city

enter

informed

building

look

building

ernst thalmann
thaimann street

hold

scheduled church meetings
located

mayor informed LDS leaders
should

gerwin baasch

stipulations accompanied

sign directly

town where

matter

schiele

told them

public meetings

concerts

mayor

letter

take care

17 1969 president

leipzig city mayor

hang

different street

1970

june

church use however

members

building

42

building

LDS members specifically

city councilman ritter asking him

leipzig

LDS church official

made

decision

leipzig

slated

redevelopment

building

taken away

find

43

replacement

58

very same day
event

44

letter

fourteen months without

building

regular meetings

official capacity

following sunday

members met

praised

sang hymns

werner
leipzig branch historian eberhard Wer
rier gratitude love

god according

members

respect

significant

still stands unoccupied almost thirteen years

city never used

interesting

thaimann
thalmann strasse 74

urgent needs

problems
although difficult
LDS church

branch
GDR

mormons
cormons

may

time

GDR
significant

very few

leipzig building

incident

possible

members

improved relations between

leipzig

ernst
emst

leipzig branch

account

LDS church

government

whole

building

almost ridiculous bureaucracy created

small glimpse

however

45

emst thalmann
thaimann strasse 74 survived

building

note

LDS branch moved

point

leipzig branch

strengthened

threatened redevelopment

provides

LDS church members notifying them

sent

extremely beneficial

contributed

beginning

east german government

59

goeckel lutheran church 6263
2

robert goeckel catholic church 45

3

goeckel lutheran church 5869
58 69

4

ibid 70 since

5

christians

1949 policy toward
FRG
GDR
founded
position
SPD
1969
planned
CDU
FRG parliament created coalition
hostile
ostpolitik 1972
new policy
aimed approaching east germany
friend
implementation
west where previously
enemy rapprochement now became
ally rather
goal
goal since
FRG now sought
working toward
FRG
GDR
constantly chided
hence new constitution see chronik der
objectives
GDR
GDR
redefine
accept
1025 1026
deutschen 10251026

1969

church

german democratic republic dresden verlag zeit im bild

8
6

Handbuch page 276 erst als die neue verfassung der DDR im
hartmut zimmerman DDR handbuch
dnderten die evangelischen
Landeskirchen ihre haitung dieser frage bisher
evange lischen landeskirchen
april 1968 kraft trat anderten
der neuen
mit yer
bahen sie die gesamtdeutsche kirchengemeinschaftnurpolitisch
ges tellt mitderneuen
sahen
kirchengemeinschaft nurpolitisch
nur politisch frage gestellt
wurde
gemacht wflrde
staats rechtlich unmoglich gedacht
verfassung war zu befurchten
burde
daft sie auch staatsrechtlich
befiirchten dagg
7

university

catholic church

leipzig originally began
communists took

convent

university

religious training center
renamed karl marx university

then

wemer die leipzig gemeindegeschichte unpublished manuscript 1995 photocopy
eberhard werner

8

author

possession

universitdtskirche leipzig em
ein Streit
eln
fiall
streiffiall
streitfall
fali
fail
fall
Streif

9

leipzig verlag kunst und Touristik
touristik
touristic leipzig

gmbh 1992
149
1992149
10

destruction
university church see universitatskirche
detailed account
universitdtskirche
gmbh leipzig 1992
istik leipzig grnbh
touristik
touristic
ein Streit
eln
leipzig em
streitfall
fall verlag kunst und Tour
11

GDR officials lessened
having GDR citizen work directly
west infiltrating
corrupting normal citizens

12

normally

large enough
substantial
13

leaders
clergy within
consume
ones time does

LDS church
church provide

paid
salary

government fear

never

spies

assignment
amount

opinions members
idea comes
former GDR
church
james moyle oral history program historical archives
matthew heiss
found interviews
church jesus christ latter day saints salt lake city ut
14
wemer vol 3
werner
15

ibid

16

ibid

60
17

ibid

18

ibid

199

ibid

20

Ab schrift betreff
betseff
Staat liche bauaufsicht abschrift
treff
bezirk leipzig staatliche
rat der stadt leipzig bezick

lichtschauspielhaus emst thalmann strasse 74
serve
information included here
government

18

sept 1968 photocopy possession
author
example how completely banal many actions

21

ligen der letzten
heiligen
heiliger
letzter tage bekanntmachung
die kirche jesu christi der Hei
gemeinder
author
Geme inde leipzig 09 oct 1968 copy possession
der gemeinde

alle mitglieder
mittlieder

22

werner
wemer vol

23
21

ibid

24

refermat kirchenfragen
Hei ligen der
Kirchenfragen betr
heiliger
bear kirche jesu christi der heiligen
rat der stadt leipzig referat

letzten
letzter tage

italics mine

3

september

8 1968

25

werner
voLS3
voi
vol
Wemer
wemervols

26

herbert schreiter

photocopy
27

possession
28

copy

possession

author

city council

walter schiele

leipzig 28 jan 1969

author

possession

rat der stadt leipzig

walter schiele

herbert schreiter 2 feb 1969 photocopy

author

herbert heidler

den

rat der stadt leipzig

20 feb 1969 photocopy

possession

author
29
29johanna

johanna schiele
1969 photocopy
possession

leipzig city council 02 feb 1969

gerhard krieger

31

wemer vol
werner

32

Rundfunk professor
deutscher demokratischer rundfunk

34

baasch letter

35

richard jahn

photocopy

possession

36

werner
wemer vol

walter ulbricht

possession

gerwin baasch
possession

feb

19

march 1969 photocopy

possession

author

3

march 1969 photocopy

photocopy

II

111
1

author

30

33

rat der stadt leipzig

dr kaul letter

gerwin baasch

1I11
I1

author

chairman

governing council

GDR

07

april 1969

author

genossen
Staats rates genessen
Ge nossen walter ulbricht
den vorsitzenden des staatsrates
author
3

03 mar 1969

61
37
17

walter schiele

herbert schreiter

walter ulbricht

03

mar 1969 photocopy

author

possession
38

werner
wemer vol

39

aktennotiz leipzig

40

wemer vol

41
41

aktennotiz 1969

42

rat der stadt leipzig

43

aktennotiz meeting

44

Hei ligen der letzten
heiliger
letzter tage
die kirche jesu christi der heiligen

3
15

apr
aar

1969 photocopy

possession

author

3

oberborgermeister kresse april
oberbiirgermeister

1

1969 photocopy

possession

author
mayor

leipzig

17

jun 1969 photocopy

possession

author

leipzig

17
45

jun 1969

werner vol
wemer

3

gemeinder
die mitglieder
Geme inde
mittlieder der gemeinde
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POWER
BANALITY
EAST GERMAN SECRET POLICE
JESUS CHRIST
CHURCH
LATTER DAY SAINTS
LATTERDAY
1945 1989
19451989

letter written

former east german secret police

leader

1955 contains

subordinate

following instruction

mormons
our
cormons
Mormons
you inform us
every single activity
necessary
faith
render harmless
agents
attack
current assignment
mormon sect therefore
working within
imperative
us
spies
keep our activities secret
1

general attitude

statement accurately summarizes

church

jesus christ

latter day saints during

german democratic republic
few small religions
fronting western espionage

burkhardt leader
state

outlawed
acting

LDS church

perception

noted earlier
GDR
base
GDR

government toward

1949 89
forty year existence 194989

latter day saints existed
suspected

things

american imperialism henry
even classified

enemy

designation facilitated aggressive stasi surveillance

frequent harassment directed toward

members

61

LDS church

62

staatssicherheit stasi
ministerium jur
fur stawssicherheit
ministeriumftr
pretense

compelled them

seen

regime

good deal

protecting

abide

germans suspected

conform

church

two major reasons

church

rights

soviet model east
new

stasi

harassed

jesus christ

latter day saints
communist society

religious organization

default held opinions

beliefs deemed unacceptable

american based sect suspected

viewed

citizens

those deemed acceptable

threat placed under surveillance

church

security

socialist laws based

having opinions contrary

GDR classified members

whose members

1950 under

fledgling GDRs security needs however

meeting

frequently involved

founded

acting

LDS

front

military espionage

stasi

chapter

just specific study

stasi spent thousands
much did

stasi

obtain information
GDR utilized
time

proficient enough

get

internal informants

spies

church
information

how

three interacted

LDS church

information

microcosm

represents

stasi

spying
man hours spying2

know how did

stasi used external

west

LDS church
LD

GDR religion government

three aspects

LDS church represents

relationship

exactly how

what did

do

material published
GDR

extent

completely clear however

certain

members

communist government collapsed
monitor every church activity

3

1989

stasi

become

63

stasi
state security stasi

ministry

GDRs first minister

steinhoff

founded

interior described

february 1950 dr karl
function

follows

protect
national enterprises
important task
ministry
plots criminal elements well
works transport
national property
activities hostile
against
attacks
conduct decisive fight against
spies
sabot eurs
conduct
energetic fight
agents networks subversives saboteurs
protect our democratic development
against bandits
ensure
4
economic plans our democratic free economy
uninterrupted fulfillment

these broad limits left

conduct

affairs

almost carte blanche legal

government viewed religious organizations

powers

power

stasi free

impediment

churches became

responsibility

therefore

stasi rarely acted

democratic development

ofprotecting society
protecting

stasi

how

concerning where

own

whole centralized apparatus hierarchically controlled

politburo

alone

general secretary ruled

effectiveness

information

extent
blackmail

decisive voice
SED
carried

politburo

SED

politburo

always received instructions

ministry

stasi

churches orders

protect came

general secretary conway notes

unity party SED

competitors

state security

part

politburo
determining policy

socialist
5

SED decided policy

rested

stasi

power

64

stasi

unique relationship

SED

rule through popular voice

come

fledgling

totalitarian benefactor

popular uprising constantly influenced governmental leaders

conspiracy

religion

government clearly recognized
uprising

do

stasi became

threat

stasi rarely acted

own nor did

never acted
decisions

act based

informers

IMs
methods

appeared

nor

part

stasi employed
1962

number

autonomous organ responsible

coercion employed
bad

increasing budget
1949

quell

SED

number
increased

suggest

stasi made

collected through various means

GDRs forty year existence gradually improved
due

secularization control

hierarchical army

evidence

information

surveillance

GDR

closely observe report

function

SED allow

although

secret police followed orders

6

although created without legal restraint

ordered

forcefully respond

sights

major strong arm tool

threat

possibility

even

fear

foundation

provide

therefore set

1989

forced submission

601

consolidated

aries
functionaries
function

paranoia associated

inherited

party

wrested power

rather

soviet military

armed support

control

party

SED

stasi during
outstanding

mediocre

turn increased

number

full time employeesworking
employees working

19803

7

1989

number

people

stasi

65

100000

8

although quite large these numbers do

recruited

unofficial informants

solicited
type

coerced

organization

tenant

become

GI

stasi changed

1968

stasi

classification

wanted

public feeling

service

upgrade

expand

image

GDR

nice

beatings

9

title

unofficial colleagues
decision

necessary

felt

informing

positive public exposure

early years

informers eliminating

stasi leaders made

SED

cooperators

example might
building

intimidation tortures

GI calling them instead inoffizielle
mitarbeiter
inofftzielle Mit
arbeiter IM

collaborators

person

group

people living

report

strong arm fear tactics

notorious

gather

used

large apartment building

effectively exploited

informing

called geheime

these individuals

inside

manager

close contact

stasi

people

spies

secret informants

stasi

information

army

informants spies
GDR citizen informantsspies

early years

informatoren GI

include

10

get away

prior tactics

created

main foreign policy goals

become

time
IM turned

knowledge

thus

report nancy wolfe

completely new breed
power

stasi

informant spy greatly increasing
informantspy
IM

simple job

observe

IM

aspects
generation
army
individuals willing report
mfs
family roused
suspicious information
acquaintances friends
fiercest
end result
fear
resentment
turn citizens against
another
create
atmosphere
debilitating apprehension
immune
relationship

66

involved IMs
informer might
possibility however remote
organizations even units
SED
found
peoples police
several informers
mfs within crucial group
mfs may
monitor each

prepared

party

orwellian situation

facilitate

system endeavored

betray colleagues friends

everyone

even family members

appeared disloyal

12

stasi began using
extremely successful
went along

reason

doing

being

ever before

IM resource

benefits

benefits

do

success

IM

became

described

david childs

full time part time operative carried
work either
risk
brought
considerable career advantages
addition
those working undercover
secret knowledge you
feel superior ordinary
thrill
always
real secret world
mortals
appear naive you
you know how
really wields
operates you know
power society thus
mfs
idea lists
ambitious
adventurous
recruit idealists
ruthless 13

addition

caught infringing upon

those

stasi

get them

1985 constituted nearly

recruited
become
agree

member

14

unwilling through

stasi often recruited

informer

work

law

trouble being caught trading
GDR economy

third
outright threats

lose

told

jobs

stasi actual physical harm

use

blackmail
accepted

help

black market
common infringement
failed

stasi told others
accidentally befall

cooperate
did
family

67

stasi leaders encouraged full time officers

did

officer
say

recruitment

strong competition

reported

bring

five new IMs
twenty
twentyfive

year

possible

many IMs

former stasi officer

recruit enough wolfe wrote

failed

reprimanded them

recruit

unofficial spies
criticized

15

goes

stasi recruitment tactics

aid
individual
stasi
very persuasive seeking
potential
duty
socialist citizen enlighten
call upon
mfs
SED
positive
member
danger
GDR appeal him
form money privileges favorable housing
inducements might take
extensive
types rewards given
educational opportunities promotion
individuals life
aspects almost
network data gathered concerning
used induce cooperation
usually find sensitive point
mfs
made aware
minor violation
example
mfs knew
willingness relay
cleared
told
law
made
failure
course threat
information
mfs
16
loss privileges status
career opportunities
mean
cooperate

mfs

staggering number

these recruitment tactics resulted

stasi

million people worked

1989 revolution

stasi

openly discuss recruitment

approached

time

another

two

constituted between eight

number

total population

twelve percent

sources

19 6 8 between
IM 1968

implementation

estimated

stasi

people working

became evident
asked

people

virtually

work secretly

adults

stasi

17

information

IMs

stasi regime

way

stasi gathered information

Kon trolle ist besser trust
Ver
vertrauen
trauen ist gut kontrolle

fundamental motto
fine
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better

surveillance
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telephone calls

stasi david childs

information

stasi aimed

antiquated

waits

stasi

telephones

mail system

installed

approximately 20000

daily basis
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every city

surveillance

another form

open read copy

employed

populace

letters

GDR telephone system

500000

1000 telephones tapped

GDR stasi agents

throughout

calls made
position

telephone

twenty years
population

used

stasi

thousands

long

leipzig

cities
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interest

domestic calls

listen

check

wanted operatives

foreign state

DDR

great source

domestic

foreign

confiscate

childs reports

disposal 120 employees open daily between 1500
stasi
leipzig
headquarters
runde ecke round comer these letters
2000 letters
dispatched
removed
normal post
runde ecke those
usually copied first
cleared
addressees
sent
postal service within 12 hours
operatives wearing gloves
returned
5 per cent did
leave
runde ecke these included personal
between 3
pleas honecker
help political letters foreign embassies requests
personalities 21
organizations
LDS church contains numerous letters copied

stasi file

addressee letters containing money

forwarded

intended recipients
citizens

million ap
approx
prox
opened

stasi
1980s

often did

ap prox
leipzig stole DM 180000 approx

karl marx stadt chemnitz

4 million between 1986

1989

stasi
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every second telephone conversation monitored

reach

105000 annually
hauled
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6.9
DM gg
69

towns every letter
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then
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LDS church

stasi

mormons
cormons
Mormons

stasi began early gathering information
use

enlisted
24

germany

geheirne
geheime
inne
Gehe
irne staatspolizei
Hit lers
stawspolizei gestapo documents collected during hillers
hitlers

these

sufficient however

mormons
cormons
Mormons relationship

stasi thus began
gunpoint church leaders
travel

directly related
first spies

american

german missionaries

early 1950s since

missionaries

common practice

church

activities

stasi

know

began

people
LDS church

missionaries sometimes however
methods previously discussed actual members

during

early years

being subversive

surveillance

genealogy program

church

going

stasi

work

two

them

early fifties often these GIs

attend meetings posing

LDS members

extensively question

increased although

employ

GIs began reporting

obtain

25
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what

stasi

personnel

budget

needed

cases even interrogate even

stasi made

missionaries concerning
desire

third reich

well

stasi

visa papers

contained information

question

east berlin during

increased

first

visitors

interested guests

recruit through various

church

spy

them

stasi suspected various LDS activities

church established immediately
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following
dated

aug

8 1955

conveys

document

american military espionage

front

perceived

war

stasi

suspicions

made known us
sect
unofficial sources
called genealogy
cannot
activities these activities
intensifying
front
espionage
said concretely
genealogy
time
members
under
must assign our agents
reason
26
suspicion
engaging military espionage

through official

followed

quotation

stasi needed

essay
engaging

espionage

1979

evident however

1979

during

ease

likely candidates

suspicion simply did
did

like

idea

statements

LDS church

appear

documents

much information

genealogy records

surveillance

church although

SED two events during

additional attention first

previously discussed restricted religious groups even further
leaders

LDS

17
surveillance 27

official directives

causing

keep them

directly stated

genealogy

stasi stepped

1960s

author discovered

stasi realized

appears

salt lake city whether

GDR en route

otherwise nor did

mormons
cormons

close eye

statements

document observed

leaving

keep

concerned

genealogical society

opening paragraph

statement noted

new constitution
second prominent

anti
america publicized inflammatory anticommunist
communist

made them available

church publications

time
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noted

1968 disallowing continued

new constitution

GDR created

direct connections between east german churches

LDS church

new president

henry burkhardt became

watch president burkhardt

dresden

designated

suspicion

still branded
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under

people

even seem remotely illegal

state

enemy

connections

although burkhardt never committed

activities

engaged

crime

enemy activities

three IMs

people

means IM

immediate processing

being involved

enemy

mission office secretary

IMs

IMB

words

enemy

designated

stasi report

document dated july 7 1983

assigned

president

them

stasi

burkhardt closely monitored
state

GDR

stasi surveillance

position made him prime target

west

counterparts

religious position

early 1960s LDS church apostle ezra taft benson began making public
statements
quite fervent

what

evil nature

saw

communism bensons campaign

leading anti
anticommunist
communist conservative interest group
spoke
disregard
statements

vehemently against
human rights

eastern europe

anti religious ideology
antireligious

meticulously recorded

LDS magazine

united states benson often

communist governments

analyzed

documents dated march 7 1964 reports nearly

der stern

john birch society

member

vocal supporter

practice

stasi

example

set

bensons statements published

german speaking saints published

west germany
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forward

benson

made

john birch society

association

agriculture

society

published

every slave behind

file

bensons comments

john birch society

1I

book

read

godless communism

america needed

feeling

further noted

my personal conviction

society

effective worldwide organization

publicized

call conspiracy
every land

every citizen

wish

iron curtain

enden socialism
creeping schleich
schleichenden

benson

quotes statements

book none dare

wrote

said

free world

secretary

eisenhower administration

file reports bensons service

our struggle against
30

stasi

aware

file reads

mormon conference 1962
USA ezra taft benson
speech
freedom
independence
thing threatening
declared
outside world communism
spread
american people
youth must protected
operations base
soviet union
support
economic politics
treacherous communism
creeping socialism
insidious godless communism 1 31I

stasi noted
expressed

publications

numerous speeches lectures
32
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discovered

seizure

stasi record

evidence

leipzig branch meeting facility
somewhat

GDR government

logical however

increased pressure

coincidence

mormon activities

organizations printed

reports

documented negative reactions

statements

received

anti
anticommunist
communist alignment

file

these
well

assume

church including
appearance

physical

these statements
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LDS church

IMs

den westen abgehauen

GDR fled ist

years

helping anyone

crime

effect

said something

your children without

husband

stasi

work

began

west germany emigration

mans sister

you do

gone

stasi

stasi came

us then

work

arrest you

abetting your sister your wife

aiding

prison

send you

early

sister

immediately disclosing

emigrate

possible defection once

knowledge
him

stasi oeser

called

IM

example

stasi recruitment tactics

remain immune

LDS church did

members

man felt

father

left without
choice
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bundesbeauftragte jur
stasi archives der bundesbeauftragteffir
fur die

within documents collected

Unt
erlagen des staatssicherheitsdeinstes der ehemaligen deutschen demokratischen
unterlagen
Republik

type

IM involved
ofim
afim

LDS church

spying

code name given

them

cross section

activities constitute

leipzig four LDS IMs

included here

real names

stasi these four

wahrheit

konrad

henri guhl

oeser

wahrheit

literally translated wahrheit means truth
stasi

1953

GI

continued

work

IM wahrheit began working

stasi

next thirty two
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official documents concerning

years

document explaining how

significant leadership positions

stasi

states

stasi needed
incentive

appear

made quite clear

stasi
them

IM working

keep

needed

offer him financial
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information

evident
innocuous

reports

noted

fact

stasi concerning

delivered
file

discussed these teachings
majority

reports

attending

LDS church

often included many church teachings

stasi officials

type

missionary

recruit normal members

church

general meetings
IMs given

various church services

information GDR objectives
attempted

quite

information included leadership changes schedules

activities membership statistics
obtained simply

stasi

wahrheit worked

thirty two years

throughout

effort

wahrheit

did

several hundred marks

accepting monthly donations
report

fact

work

socialist GDR

ideological standpoint

began working

deter wahrheit

came

help build

ideological motivation

did

society although

stasi

LD
LDS church although

active member

wahrheit

well

stasi

served

evident

IM

surely

thwarted however
went

leaders

stasi
stasi
church
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konrad
konract
IM konradt
konrad
ofim
afim

name

position

stasi

working

1976

many members

wished

anyone

obtained

ideological

stasi

take money

konrad

stasi

number

informer

own ideological reasons

services

rather

highly probable

pay him

IM

money

information

stasis

well being

power

influence

GDR government officials including erich honecker
favorable attitude shown

latter years directly resulted
IM oeser

unforeseen benefits

LDS church konrad

stasi

perception

detailed

LDS church

know

stasi always gave him fruit juice apple juice orange juice etc
given

available

knowledge

stasi

regime

information

stasi truly

konrad worked
continuously refuse

collapse

church activities however like wahrheit

forms harmless

information

konrad began

provided

clearly pro GDR

aspects

information

active IM until

konrad began working

appears

political stance

reasons

remained
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him

leadership held

church allowed him access

position

1989

LDS file
stasis LD

times

appears

already

much different

LDS church

information given
touched upon

konrad

suffice

government

stasi
say

wahrheit aside

konrad
experience

fact
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oeser

compelled

them

stasi

work

received

information

services

money

special benefits

equally innocuous

provided
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henri guhl
IM henri guhl

church

stasi

evidently

began giving information

apprehension guhl may
information

however

church
gave

stasi

particular serves

leipzig area

even how well

how

liked

end
force

lived

man

sing

document
service

LDS

IMs through coercion

henri guhl file

example

explains

part

member

leaders occupation
contains information

religious beliefs

leipzig amateur choir
IM suggested
man

IM

clandestine activities

recruit

document provides significant details
LDS leadership

members

involved

means

previous
became

dangerous

numerous documents contained

evidenced clearly

document

stasi

stasi

provided proved

guhl

important

worked

someone

working

church dangerous
dangerous

thought

exploit him financial incentives melted away

opportunity

saw

talk

liked

active member

stasi files indicate

various leadership positions

served

work

came

LDS IM guhl

atypical

require

stasi use

soccer fan

stasi

information

hobbies
wife
travel
leverage

easily acquire
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tickets

game perhaps even match

passes

thus

them
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deny

henri guhl proved

missionary work

prayer

dedicated

1975

later published

land

monson himself

people living

understand

ended

SS concentration camps during

practice

impression

everywhere

spies
fear

difficulty

GDR knew IMs

control tactic evidently

part

stasi

reporting

type

church leadership
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important

conform

monson

LDS

file even contained transcript

those leaders

elder thomas

stasi

stasi file

method

leadership meetings reports

minutes

personal profiles

stasi files

IMs

LDS church enabled

monitoring
through

prayer offered

work

agreed

stasi wanted

exactly what

IM

know far

changes

travel

control

perfect informer

utilization

church contained

stasi

leaders wife unless

pass

information

type

west

living

learned

third reich

people

always watching

under
therefore

east german society

dealing

atmosphere

although many
reported information
trust
members

betrayal

nIess information
LDS IMs reported han
harmless
especially

recruited voluntarily represented breech

church members

LDS church

fact

GDR citizens

contemporary opinion
believed

many

members should
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own many

resisted stasi advances

betrayed

trust within family

berlin wall went

together often married within

church

work

stasi

small communities
sisters represented

person

society within

either stay
met

large family

often lived quite close
enemy

report

another

your brothers

family trust even today

gross violation

stasi IM becomes known
outcast

members decided

remained became like

church those

violation

see

often ostracized

close knit group like

identity

becomes somewhat
LDS church

close

unforgivable sin

honecker years
discussed

members growing older
government
response
switzerland
agreed
dedicated

preceding chapter during
wanting

travel passes

visit temple before passing away petitioned

attend temple services

GDR government suggested

mormons
cormons ought
1985 president

1970s many LDS church

switzerland

president burkhardt
GDR
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gordon B hinckley

spied

instead

going

church readily

churche
churchs first presidency

freiberg temple
new favorable government attitude appeared

relaxation

surprise

stasi pressure
mormons
cormons

LDS church
ever before

beginning

surface

mark

1980s

stasi

able through dubious
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branch president near karl marx stadt

recruit mormon IM

means

another IM

working

these two

forty

leipzig leader between

executive secretary

mormon IMs throughout

stasi

GDR

every transaction

document almost every leadership meeting every conversation
LDS church concerning

conducted

followed

house

leipzig alone contain

temple

construction

GDR

various chapels

building

2000 pages

material

able

open

stasi files
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conclusion

stasi surveillance
GDR

LDS church during

yet different

well documented representative

stasi suspected

forty year existence

LDS church solely

religions

religious organization

communist state church membership never exceeded 5000 during
GDR

17 million constituting less

country

government never

anything
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type
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threat despite
man hours

surveillance even
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did

greater

mormons
cormons

fear
engage
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appeared tensions
ever
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mormons
cormons
Mormons
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pose
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relaxed stasi awareness
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stasi archives
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1I

information

fact

stasi

relationship
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interview
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GDR collapsed yet

government

discuss

cautious

former IM

real name
1I

wish

topic

discuss

reveal names

cautioned numerous times

today many members do

my work

1997 current church members knew

summer

nearly eight years since

openly

tremendous while engaged

LDS church

stasi

effect

voluntary

placed

right circumstances nothing

sacred

what

stasi archives what

contained
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IMs

presents paradox

part good citizens

stasis attempt

cooperative religion
reality eventually helped

consider
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information provided

amateur choir

GDR

document

presented
make

appear quite good

documents
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examination

GDR
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government
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knew

favorable treatment

members knew

what

mountains

study however

significant

these documents
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LDS church

church appear
eyes
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bad light
government

leipzig member whose wife sang
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1971
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adroit politician honecker
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GDRs inception
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become

well

FDJ
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communist youth honecker

east germans

minds

name erich honecker brought

before 1971

1989
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visions

6

opportunity presented

new head

leader

SED

GDR
1989 created dichotomy
19711989
honecker era 1971

surface

religious activities

granting concessions

however honecker took advantage
IM

stasi ranks tripled
opportunity
clandestine

size under

use

otherwise

church leaders

LDS leaders beneath

stasis new role

society

surface

use

occurred three years before honecker took

IM

creation

desires

state

LDS church seeming

case

accommodate

backwards

GDR

rift between church
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holding open public talks

created under ulbricht

bend
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GDR government attempted

religion

direction

creation provided
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society

control factor
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information
dossiers while portraying
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history

government changed

religions

serve

honecker

LDS

position

minority
tiny church

gave

discussed

significance

thirty years

first time
preach

temple

well

government

proselytize inside

missionaries abroad including

GDR

GDR

united states
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may

SED earlier

churches

beneficial

differ markedly

GDR

members

communism

198 1
during these years approximately 1981-

finest quality throughout

allowed american missionaries

end
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build ten new meeting houses
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new constitution

implementation

unprecedented permission

chapter

hidden

difficulty

productive

GDR

LDS experience began
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individual

collection

caused

previous decade

later honecker years proved

church during
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fact
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first secretary
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evangelical
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government
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honecker began

rapprochement did
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soviet bloc states
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5001h
500th

government used mass media

church within each

textbooks

marxist perspective

eventual development

celebration

invited

martin luther
whole world

socialism

made sure however

crediting luther

due him although

churches environmental initiatives pollution

increase caused
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these movements

anniversary

produced several special dedicatory works
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supported

publicize

social

same time GDR historians began including luther

participate

write

allowing increased input

government wore two faces concerning

however

luthers birth

environmental activism supporting
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common citizens through

martin

anniversary

regard
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church organized peace movement
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initiative
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